
SCORE API

Quantifiably Measure and Improve Darknet Exposure

Calculate risk using darknet intelligence to determine exposure

DarkOwl’s proprietary DARKINT Scores allow organizations to measure and identify 
darknet exposure with precise calculations. DARKINT Scores are an aggregated 
measurement of an organizations exposure across the darknet using multiple 
variables such as IP address, domain address, emails address and others factors.

Unique
DARKINT Scores are the first metric to 
comprehensively measure a company domain 
based purely on dark web intelligence. 

Predictive
Score performance over time helps correlate 
rising or falling risk, as changes in DARKINT 
Scores reveal progress in hardened security, or 
conversely new breaches or data leaks. 

Accessible
DARKINT Scores can be leverage via API or the 
Vision SaaS UI, and are delivered and updated 
in real-time.

Comprehensive
Sources informing DARKINT Scores include 
I2P, Tor, darknet marketplaces, Open FTP, 
underground forums, ZeroNet, Data Breaches, 
IRC, high-risk paste sites, and more. 

GDPR Compliant
DARKINT Scores can be generated with 
privacy-compliant data points, and require only 
a company’s website and/or email domain to 
calculate.

Learn more at DarkOwl.com



Our data forms a critical additive dataset that helps paint 
the overall risk picture of any organization or domain’s 
cyber risk. DarkOwl enables efficient and quick scoring 
of enterprises and organizations of their exposure in 
the darknet, and ongoing monitoring of that exposure. 
Indications suggest that these DarkOwl Scores correlate 
very well to cyber risk.

Did You Know?

We illuminate 
the Darknet

DarkOwl is the industry’s leading provider of darknet data.  
We offer the world’s largest commercially available database 
of information continuously collected from the darknet, allowing 
our customers the ability to turn this data into a powerful tool 
to identify risk at scale and drive better decision making. Our 
platform tools allow users to parse and analyze the data for 
specific use cases, and our database is updated from tens of 
thousands of sites across multiple darknets every day.

DarkOwl is unique not only in the depth and breadth of its darknet 
data, but also in the relevance and searchability of its data, its 
investigation tools, and its passionate customer service. As 
importantly, DarkOwl data is ethically and safely collected from 
the darknet, allowing users secure and anonymous access to 
information and threats relevant to their mission. Our passion, 
our focus, and our expertise is the darknet.

Powerful Tools Designed to Find, Monitor,  
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Superior Darknet Data Powering Better Decisions


